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Art inspired by Chagall
A Day In the Life Of Reuben Wiseman-Oxinalde!

Virtual Debating Club

Noticeboard
To get us started this week, here are some messages from teachers!

Set work finished? Time for a break? Free time at the weekend?
Miss Coates recommends… San Diego ZOOwith Live Cameras

https://zoo.sandiegozoo.org/live-cams
Watch zoo enclosures of your choice in real time!

Miss Coates also recommends… Google Arts and Culture
https://artsandculture.google.com/
Project a masterpiece in your home or find your artistic figure doppelganger with Art Selfie!

Noticeboard
The Virtual PPS Debating Society
Dear Year 10 and 11 students,
Exciting news: The Virtual PPS Debating Society is launching on Zoom. This will take place every Friday at
12pm starting on 15th May. Ms Baig will send more details through Firefly so please keep checking. Depending on the number of students who join, we are hoping to open up the club to more year groups too.

Thank you,
Ambreen Baig

Noticeboard
An Attitude of Gratitude
I often ask my students to tell me at least three things they are grateful for- I call this exercise "instant
happiness". From experience, I can say that they become more creative, focused and productive in lessons.
Below is what two of my EAL students have said recently:
Hazuki Kita, Year 6: "I feel grateful for a few things that happened to me when I lived in Japan. Once I
got lost when I was going home with a friend, but an elderly person showed us the way and we got home
safely. Also, another time I wanted to bake a cake for my brother's birthday, but we had run out of milk.

Luckily, my mum bought it immediately and I could make my brother happy."
Jenny Zhang, Year 7: "I am grateful that I am healthy and I can enjoy my life every day. Also, I am grateful that I can attend lessons online and keep on learning although I am not in London physically. Last but
not least, I am grateful that we have enough food to eat and that my family are ok."
What are you grateful for?

Take care and stay safe,
Miss Florea

Noticeboard
Literacy Corner

Noticeboard
7 Day Lockdown Filmmaking Challenge
At 5pm on Friday 8th May, Mr Flack will be opening the 7 Day Lockdown Filmmaking Challenge to all students from Years 6-13.

Rules


Students must send an email to Mr Flack in order to register for the challenge. The closing time for

registration will be Friday 8th May at 5pm.


On the evening of Friday 8th May, students will receive a brief via their school emails. Within the brief

they will be given a prop and a line of dialogue.


Students then have to create either a short film, a sequence or a film script within seven days, with all

finished projects having to be handed in by 5pm on Friday 15th May.


A winner will then be announced in the Weekly Buzz on Friday 22nd May - with first prize being a £40

Amazon e-voucher.
The prize may only be won by a student, but if staff and parents wish to take part they may certainly do
so!
Why not get involved? Join the challenge, have some fun and register with Mr Flack today
(mike.flack@portland-place.co.uk)
See poster on next page!

Noticeboard
Life Lessons
Due to popular demand, Ms Nicholas' 'Life Lessons' programme is going online for a very limited time!

On Monday May 11th, from 4pm-4:40pm Ms Nicholas will be opening up the ‘Life lessons’ classroom
once again - this time via Zoom. As with the physical in-school lessons, the programme aims to tackle
some of the most pressing challenges we face in terms of learning and managing workloads under the
current circumstances. The intention of the programme is always to enable and empower pupils to take
more control over their learning, and gradually realign their attitudes, habits and behaviours to promote
greater success, achievement and joy in all that they do. Think of it as a Marie Kondo type de-cluttering of
habits, behaviours and attitudes for overall greater success in school – and life!

So if you are someone who knows they want to be better at:
 Overcoming study stress and anxiety
 Overcoming the overwhelm faced with many subject deadlines at once

 Effectively managing your time to enable better study success
 Keeping motivated to complete tasks that take a lot of time to finish
 Just getting started when you don’t know where to begin,

then this programme is EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED to ensure you get the most out of the final term of this
academic year, the upcoming holiday period and especially when you are remote-learning during to unforeseen circumstances like a global pandemic!

To receive your invite to this limited-time Zoom class, please email
Ms Nicholas (tanya.nicholas@portland-place.co.uk)
no later than 1pm on Monday 11th May, 2020. I look forward to seeing you there!

News
Music
Year 7 and Year 8 have been getting creative this half term, researching different types of instruments
(aerophones, chordophones, membranophones and idiophones) and this week they have been designing
their own. There have been some great designs - here are some of them from Year 8 - and now they start
the process of making them. In the last week of half term each class will be performing to each other on

their instruments which must change pitch, be created from household recycled materials and be decorated!

Lloyd

Lana

Lawton

Sid

Tom

Also a big shout out to the Year 10 GCSE Music class who have been having full Zoom lessons to build up
their skills of musical dictation - despite some connection issues, everyone is doing really well at writing
out melodies by ear that Mr Hill plays!

News
Modern Foreign Languages
Year 7 have been making comics in Spanish on the topic of ‘My Family’.

News

News
Year 9
This week Year 9 had their first Zoom Assembly, where they shared all of the wonderful things they have
been doing to fill their spare time, with Mr Bradbury and Mr Jones in attendance.
From improving art skills, gardening, dressage, Spanish lessons to a hackathon to create a Bot to help NHS
workers during the pandemic! They really have been incredibly busy.

Well done Year 9!

News
KS2
Year 6 have been trying out magic tricks in online lessons. It’s very hard to capture sleight of hand in an
image, but we can see Miss Florea’s amazement here!

Magical Maxwell mystifies Miss Florea with his disappearing crayon trick.

News

News

News
Art
This week Year 8 were asked to practice their shading and secondary colours in the sytle of these beautiful stained glass windows by Chagall. The front cover artwork this week is stitched together from the
work of Sebastien Daugtiny. Well done, Seb!

Leo Bennett

News

Charlie Wilson

Manuel Peleteiro

News
Learning Support

Thank you for reading

